COIMBRA ORFEON of PORTUGAL

Monitor presents the celebrated 80 voice chorus of Coimbra

INTRODUCTION

This is the first American recording of the noted chorus (Orfeon) of the University of Coimbra and the singing group itself has never appeared in the United States despite the fact that it has toured other parts of the world extensively since its establishment in 1880. The Orfeon is especially known and appreciated in Europe and South America for the quality, clarity, and purity of its tenor voices. Like the chicken and the egg, no one knows which came first; the tenor voices or Portuguese music; but in either case the result is a unique and happy blending. While the Coimbra Orfeon includes the full range of classical and modern choral music in its repertory, the present recording emphasizes Portuguese music which is the Orfeon’s special contribution to world-wide choral music listeners. (Of special interest to American choral music devotees is the announcement by Columbia Artists Management of a tour of the Orfeon in October and November, 1962.)

The University of Coimbra, Europe's second oldest, is located in the city of Coimbra in north central Portugal. Though Coimbra is the third largest city in Portugal it retains the special flavor and character of a university town. The river Mondego runs through the town and on the banks are groups of poplar trees (Choupal). The white and green houses cling to the hills over the river and the University clock tower dominates the setting. Old university towns are the product of the ripening experience of successive waves of youthful vigor and Coimbra is especially cognizant and proud of its heritage and status. In Coimbra one might get the impression that the capital of Portugal had never been moved to Lisbon. A great deal of this atmosphere and spirit is reflected in the singing of the Orfeon.

The students at the University of Coimbra have an elaborate code of customs and privileges. The rigor of a freshman are only bearable perhaps because of the gradual broadening of privileges which the students obtain culminating in their high senior year status. The students live in community houses known as "Respublicas" and follow many of the medieval traditions including the wearing of black capes and colored ribbons. At night the students often serenade young ladies in the town singing from the shadowed streets and from roof tops. One who has heard this singing, filled with melancholy yearning, will never forget the experience. The students are particularly addicted to the Fados of Coimbra which are gentler and more romantic than their Lisbon counterparts. These young men are in fact present day descendants of the troubadours of the Middle Ages who toured the courts of southern Europe singing of courtly love and engaging in "Contendas" or singing jousts.

Inheritors of a proud tradition, youthful black-caped, romantic singers...this is the Orfeon of Coimbra!

DR. MANUEL RAPOSO MARQUES, conductor and music director of the Orfeon of Coimbra, began his career with the singing organization while still a student at the University in 1926. He became acting conductor under Dr. Elias de Aquar in 1930, and was appointed permanent conductor in 1936, upon the death of his predecessor. Dr. Marques was born in the Azores on the island of S. Miguel on November 8, 1902. The recipient of a number of decorations and honors, Dr. Marques has an impressive list of published musical works for choirs and orchestras.
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Hear Portuguese Songs, Folk Music and Fados on these great new MONITOR discs, all recorded in Portugal, available now at your local record store:

MF 340 PORTUGAL, FOLK SONGS AND FADOS. Traditional Folk Songs and "Songs of Fate" performed by Maria Marques and Manuel Fernandes with Portuguese and Spanish Guitar accompaniment. Saudade Vai-te Embora; Lisboa Nao Sejas Francesa; Rosinha dos Loucos; others. Portuguese text included. Also available in Stereo: MF 340.

MF 363 LISBOA ANTIGA, Portugal's Great Young Fado Singer Fernanda Maria. High Fidelity Magazine calls it "...the best fado available on records." Lisboa Antiga; Lisboa A Noite, As Pedras da Minha Rua; others. Portuguese and English text included. Also available in Stereo: MF 363.

MF 374 APRIL IN PORTUGAL: An Evening "A Severa." Six famous Fado Singers: Maria Jose da Gua, Valentina Felts, Jose Borges, Isabel Silva, Alfredo Duarte, Jr., and Alice Maria Concelhcao. April in Portugal: Casa Portuguesa: Fado Coimbra; others. Also available in Stereo: MF 374.